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Rabies is an acute and lethal encephalomyelitis caused by lyssaviruses, among

which rabies virus (RABV) is the most prevalent and important for public health.

Although preventable through the post-exposure administration of rabies

vaccine and immunoglobulins (RIGs), the disease is almost invariably fatal since

the onset of clinical signs. Two human neutralizing monoclonal antibodies

(mAbs), RVC20 and RVC58, have been shown to be effective in treating

symptomatic rabies. To better understand how these mAbs work, we

conducted structural modeling and in vitro assays to analyze their mechanisms

of action, including their ability to mediate Fc-dependent effector functions. Our

results indicate that both RVC20 and RVC58 recognize and lock the RABV-G

protein in its pre-fusion conformation. RVC58 was shown to neutralize more

potently the extra-cellular virus, while RVC20 mainly acts by reducing viral

spreading from infected cells. Importantly, RVC20 was more effective in

promoting effector functions compared to RVC58 and 17C7-RAB1 mAbs, the

latter of which is approved for human rabies post-exposure treatment. These

results provide valuable insights into the multiple mechanisms of action of

RVC20 and RVC58 mAbs, offering relevant information for the development of

these mAbs as treatment for human rabies.
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1 Introduction

Rabies is an acute progressive viral encephalomyelitis, a major

neglected tropical disease circulating almost worldwide (1). Canine

rabies is estimated to cause 59,000 human deaths, mainly in Africa

and Asia, and over 3.7 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs)

are lost every year (1, 2). As the disease is almost 100% fatal

following the onset of symptoms, rabies prevention in humans is

carried out primarily through post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP),

which is delivered to more than 29 million exposed individuals

every year (2). Standard PEP consists of accurate and timely wound

washing and administration of vaccine and rabies immunoglobulins

(RIGs) (1). Notably, the infiltration of RIGs into the wound (the site

of possible exposure) provides immediate passive immunity

overcoming the absence of pre-existing endogenous antibodies.

Despite the undoubted efficacy of the available PEP protocols (1),

the availability of either human or equine-origin RIGs is limited in

most endemic areas where they are urgently needed. Over the years,

the scientific community has attempted to develop several anti-

rabies virus (RABV) monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) as alternatives

to RIGs (3, 4), with three products so far available in the Indian or

Chines market, namely, Rabishield (containing a unique human [h]

mAb, 17C7-RAB1) (5), Twinrab (containing a cocktail of two

murine mAbs, M777-16-3 and 62-71-3) (6), and Xunke

(composed of a unique hmAb, ormutivimab) (7, 8). Additional

products may become commercially available in the next future,

such as CL184 (a cocktail of two human mAbs, CR57, and CR4098)

(9), SYN023 (a cocktail of two humanized mAbs, called CTB011

and CTB012) (10), the cocktail of human mAbs 11B6 + NP-19-9

(11), and a combination of three human mAbs (CR57, RV08, and

RV3A5) (12). In spite of preliminary evidence showing that mAbs

might clear RABV from infected animals (13), no effective therapy

for symptomatic rabies has been developed to date. Out of the 14

documented survivors of symptomatic rabies, all but one received

preventive vaccine and PEP (14). The exceptional survivor with no

history of vaccination had anti-RABV antibodies, suggesting an

important role of the immune response in controlling viral spread

(15). Based on these evidences, an immunotherapy for symptomatic

rabies has been successfully attempted in a pre-clinical study (16). A

cocktail including two human mAbs (RVC20 and RVC58) was able

to cure early symptomatic rabies if administered alone at a high

dose. More specifically, this approach was based on a brain infusion

(via the intracerebroventricular route) of the RVC20–RVC58

cocktail combined with peripheral intramuscular injection (16).

Based on previous characterization, RVC20 and RVC58 target

antigenic sites I and III of the ectodomain of the RABV

glycoprotein (RABV-G), respectively (17). In addition, the x-ray

structure of mAb RVC20 in complex with RABV-G showed that

binding of RVC20 prevents the pH-dependent G conformational

rearrangements required for fusion of the viral envelope with

endosomal membranes (18). Despite the x-ray structural analysis

of RVC58 binding to RABV-G is not available yet, recent Surface

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) analysis shows that both mAbs bind the

RABV-G at pH 7.5 (19), indicating they both recognize the protein

in its pre-fusion conformation, and that, similarly to what has
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previously been described for RVC20 (18), RVC58 blocks the pre-

fusion conformation of the RABV-G. Nevertheless, despite the

progress toward the fine characterization of the RABV-G

structure and the concomitant structure analysis and dissection of

the receptor binding of different mAbs (18–21), the biological

effects of these mAbs at cellular level is poorly understood.

Similarly, the ability of these mAbs to mediate effector functions

has been investigated in mice administered with the Fc-mutated

version of RVC20 and RVC58 mAbs [LALA Fc unable to bind to Fc

gamma receptors (FcgRs)], indicating a potential role of Fc-

dependent mechanisms at controlling disease progression (16).

Given the limited response of the host immune system to rabies

infection (22, 23) and the minimal cell damage on RABV-infected

neuronal cells expected from a successful treatment (16), it will be

crucial to further study the role of effector functions promoted by

mAbs used for both prophylaxis and therapy in order to better

understand their role for viral clearance in vivo.

In the present study, we investigated the neutralizing, binding,

and Fc-mediated functions of RVC20 and RVC58, in order to

elucidate their in vitro mechanisms of action. The neutralizing

capability of these mAbs against RABV was tested under varying

conditions of viral replication to simulate early and delayed mAbs

therapy following RABV exposure. Structural modeling was used to

gain insights on the paratope-epitope affinities and mechanistic

effects and bioassays were also performed to evaluate complement

activation and engagement of human Fcg receptors by the Fc

portion of RVC20 and RVC58 bound to RABV-infected target cells.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Cell lines and RABV strains

All cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO2. Human neuroblastoma

SH-SY5Y (ATCC® cat. n. CRL-2266) and SK-N-SH (ATCC® cat. n.

HTB-11™) cells were grown in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium

(DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated Fetal Calf Serum

(FCS) at 37°C and 5% CO2. RABVs used for the study were

alternatively (i) the Challenge Virus Standard (CVS-11; ATCC®

cat. n. VR-959) RABV strain or (ii) the recombinant RABV

expressing the GFP (Tha-GFP) (24) based on the wild isolate

Thailand RABV (isolate 8743 THA, EVAg collection, Ref-SKU:

014 V-02106).
2.2 In vitro investigation of the
mechanisms of action of the RVC20-
RVC58 cocktail

For the results shown in Figure 1, SK-N-SH cells were seeded at

a density of 1.6 × 104 cells/cm2 in 96-well plates (Cat. n. 655086,

Greiner Bio, Kremsmünster, Austria). Twenty-four hours after

seeding, the SK-N-SH cells were incubated for 2h with the

desired multiplicity of infection (MOI) of the RABV Tha-GFP;

subsequently, the viral suspension was removed and fresh culture
frontiersin.org
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medium was added. An equal amount of RVC20 and RVC58

(0.1 + 0.1, 1 + 1, 10 + 10, and 100 + 100 µg/mL) was added as a

cocktail either during the infection (neutralization; 2h treatment) or

after the infection [treatment; from day 1 to 4 or 6 days post-

infection (dpi)]. Cells were fixed at different dpi and further

processed as described in Supplementary Materials.
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2.3 In vitro comparison of the neutralizing
activity and the inhibition of viral spread of
the RVC20 and RVC58 mAbs

SH-SY5Y cells were seeded at a density of 1.8 × 105 cells/mL on

round glass slides placed in 24-well plates (Falcon) with or without
A

B

FIGURE 1

RVC20-RVC58 mAbs cocktail ability to neutralize and treat RABV infection. (A) RVC20-RVC58 cocktail neutralization of the recombinant RABV (Tha-
GFP) in SK-N-SH cells. The mAbs cocktail was added along with the viral inoculum; the cocktail-RABV was then removed after 2h. Cells were fixed
at 4 or 6 dpi. (B) RVC20-RVC58 mAbs cocktail-mediated inhibition of Tha-GFP spread to SK-N-SH infected cells. 1 dpi, the mAbs cocktail was added
to the cells up to 4 or 6 dpi. Bars represent mean ± SD (n = 3 independent experiments). Unpaired t-tests of the RABV control cells against each
concentration of the mAbs cocktail under investigation (4 or 6 dpi, respectively) and of each mAbs concentration against the others. Only statistically
significant comparisons are shown (* = p < 0.05; **** = p < 0.0001). Raw cell counts are available in Supplementary Tables S1–S5. Cartoons created
with BioRender.com (Agreement number JD251EVLE9 and ZJ251EVMO5).
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RABV CVS-11 (MOI 0.1), for the treatment or neutralization

experiment, respectively.

To investigate the capability of each single mAb to neutralize

extracellular virions (Figure 2A), cells were infected 24h after seeding,

with a mix of CVS-11 and either RVC20 or RVC58 (0.6 µg/mL)

previously incubated for 1h at 37°C. The selected mAbs concentration

represents the average dose likely distributed in the central nervous

system of experimentally treated Syrian hamsters (Supplementary

Figure S1). Five hours after the infection, the viral and mAb

inoculum was removed and fresh medium added. Cells were fixed 1

dpi and processed as described in Supplementary Materials.

For the results of the treatment experiment reported in

Figure 2B, RABV CVS-11 inoculum was washed with fresh

medium 1 dpi and cells were treated with either RVC20, RVC58,

or an unrelated mAb [rIgG1 ZKA78 (25)] at a concentration of 0.6

µg/mL. Cells were fixed at 2 dpi and processed as described in

Supplementary Materials.
2.4 Determination of RVC20 and RVC58
internalization rate by RABV-infected cells

SH-SY5Y cells were seeded and infected with RABVCVS-11 (MOI

0.1) as described in paragraph 2.3. Cells were treated 1 dpi either with

RVC20 or RVC58 (0.6 µg/mL) and kept at 4°C for 1h. Cells were then

washed with cold complete medium and fixed or further incubated at

37°C for 2h in order to allow mAbs’ internalization. After incubation,

the cells were fixed or treated before fixation with acetic acid (0.2M; pH

2.5) for 30 s, in order to remove the antibodies bound to the cell surface

(Figure 2C). Fixation and further processing are described in the

Supplementary Materials.
2.5 Complement-dependent-cytotoxicity
assay

Activation of complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) was

evaluated by an in vitro colorimetric cytotoxicity assay. Briefly, SH-

SY5Y cells were infected with RABV CVS-11 (MOI 0.1) and plated

in 96-well plates at 3.0 × 104 cells per well. Properly diluted mAbs or

Fab forms of mAbs were added to cells 2 dpi and plates were

incubated 20 min at room temperature. Guinea pig complement

(Cat. n. CSI053022, Sclavo Diagnostics, Siena, Italy) was

reconstituted with 1 mL DMEM, diluted 1:30 in DMEM and

finally added (50 µl/well) to antibody-treated cells. After a 3h

incubation at 37°C, cell viability was measured using

AlamarBlue® HS-cell viability reagent (Cat. n. DAL105, Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA), according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Data were normalized to minimal

cell lysis, represented by untreated infected cells incubated with

guinea pig complement.
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2.6 Antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity
and antibody-dependent cell phagocytosis
assays

Induction of antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) and

antibody-dependent cell phagocytosis (ADCP) by RVC20 and

RVC58 mAbs were evaluated in RABV CVS-11–infected SH-

SY5Y cells using two commercially available kits. The bioassays

are bioluminescent reporter assays exploiting effector cells

engineered for the expression of human FcgRs involved in mAb

Fc portion binding and signal transduction for the promotion of the

effector function. Briefly, SH-SY5Y cells were infected with RABV

CVS-11 MOI > 10 to maximize the amount of the G protein

expressed at the cell surface and plated in white 96-well plates at 3.0

× 104 cells/well. Threefold serially diluted mAbs at an initial

concentration of 40 µg/mL were added 18h to 24h later and

plates were incubated for some minutes at room temperature to

allow mAbs to bind to RABV-infected target cells. Engineered

effector cells were thawed according to the manufacturer’s

instructions (ADCC Reporter Bioassay—FcgRIIIa receptor—cat.

n. G7501 and FcgRIIa-H ADCP Reporter Bioassay cat. n. G9901

Promega, Fitchburg, Wisconsin, USA) and then added to assay

plates at a 2.5:1 effector-to-target-cell ratio. After 6h of incubation at

37°C, activation of specific effector functions was quantified using

Bio-Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega) and a GloMax-Multi+

Detection System. Measured relative luciferase units (RLUs) were

converted into Fold of Induction [luminescence (induced–

background)/luminescence (no antibody control–background]

and plotted against the logarithm of the antibody concentrations.
2.7 Molecular modeling

Models of the extravirion domain of RABV-G strain CVS-11

were obtained by homology modeling at the swissmodel webserver

(26, 27). The crystal structures of RABV-G at basic pH (6LGX) and

acid pH (6LGW) were used as templates to model RABV-G in the

pre- and post-fusion conformation, respectively. The final models

included residues spanning from Lys1 to Ser392 and their quality

evaluated using GQME and QMEAN6 indexes. RVC58 was

modeled via Rosetta online server (28) and docked to RABV-G in

pre- and post-fusion conformation using HADDOCK 2.4

webserver (29, 30). Further information can be found in

Supplementary Materials. Protein complexes interaction surface

and contacts were analyzed by PISA server (PDBe PISA v1.52).

DGbind between antibodies and RABV-G were determined by

umbrella sampling. Analogous steered molecular dynamics

protocols have been recently applied to calculate potential of

mean force (PMF) and estimate DGbind, as described in (31–35).

All the details about umbrella sampling protocol can be found in

Supplementary Materials.
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2.8 Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 9.

For the p-values of the results presented in Figures 1, 2 and
Frontiers in Immunology 05
Supplementary Figure S2A, we applied an unpaired t-test. We did

not apply any statistical analysis of the data presented in Figure 3.

For the analyses described in Figure 4 (Supplementary Tables S7,

S8), we applied a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
A B

C

FIGURE 2

RVC20 and RVC58 ability to neutralize and treat RABV infection. (A) Single antibody neutralization in SH-SY5Y cells. RVC20 or RVC58 (0.6 µg/mL)
was pre-incubated with RABV (CVS-11) (MOI 0.1) for 1h at 37°C. The mAb-RABV mix was then added to the cells and removed after 5h. Cells were
fixed at 1 dpi. (B) Single antibody-mediated inhibition of viral spread in SH-SY5Y cells. 1 dpi with RABV (CVS-11) at MOI 0.1, RVC20 or RVC58 (0.6 µg/
mL) was added to the cells for 24h. Cells were fixed 2 dpi. Bars represent mean ± SD (n = 2 independent experiments). Unpaired t-tests of RABV-
infected cells against RVC20 or RVC58, and RVC20 against RVC58. Only statistically significant comparisons are shown (** = p < 0.01; **** = p <
0.0001). Cartoons created with BioRender.com (Agreement number XG251EXJXJ and NB251KBBNZ). (C) Immunofluorescence images (left) of SH-
SY5Y cells infected with RABV (CVS-11) (MOI 0.1) and incubated with RVC20 or RVC58 at 4°C/4° + 37°C, with or without acetic acid treatment. Red:
RVC20 or RVC58 monoclonal antibody; green: viral nucleoprotein; blue: DAPI (nuclear staining). Scale bar = 20 µm. The percentage of mAbs-bound
RABV-infected cells (right) is also shown. Bars represent mean ± SD (n = 2 independent experiments). Only statistically significant results are shown
(* = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001; **** = p < 0.0001). Cartoons created with BioRender.com (Agreement number VD25HUWSIM).
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comparisons. For the statistical analyses described in Figure 2C, we

applied a two-way ANOVA with Šıd́ák’s multiple comparisons. For

all statistics, we considered a p-value < 0.05 as significant.
3 Results

3.1 RVC20-RVC58 cocktail neutralizes
extracellular RABV and inhibits viral spread
from infected cells

To investigate the interaction between the virus and the mAbs

before infection (i.e., neutralization of the virions), RABV at two

different MOIs was pre-incubated with increasing concentration of

the RVC20-RVC58 cocktail. The mAbs cocktail displayed a

significant neutralizing effect under all tested conditions,

confirming its potency in preventing RABV entry into the cells

(Figure 1A and Supplementary Table S1).

Next, we investigated the ability of mAbs to inhibit viral spread

from infected cells by adding the mAbs cocktail after RABV

infection. A significant reduction in the viral spread was observed

in cells treated with the cocktail compared with control cells fixed at

the same time post-infection. Notably, no differences were observed

between the mAbs doses used and the observed inhibitory effect. On

the contrary, the cocktail displayed greater efficacy when cells were

challenged with a lower viral dose (i.e., MOI 0.1 vs. MOI 1).

As expected, the rate of infection before the treatment (1 dpi)

was significantly lower than what observed at 4 or 6 dpi (meaning 3

or 5 days treatment), with the only exception of the comparisons of

MOI 1 experiments at 6 dpi. Without mAbs treatment, we observed

that the infected cells were almost 100% at 4 dpi, regardless of the

specific MOI used. Treatment with mAbs, however, contained the

infection progression despite the mAbs concentration, with an

increase rate varying only from 1.1 to 2.7 times, which is

equivalent to (i) 6.3 and 3.9% of infected cells, respectively, at 4

and 6 dpi at MOI 0.1 and (ii) 39.2 and 25% of infected cells at 4 and

6 dpi at MOI 1, respectively (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table

S1). Notably, the cell counts indicated a reduced number of cells in

the infected, untreated group when compared with both the

infected and treated group, as well as the uninfected, untreated

group (Supplementary Tables S2–S5). These differences were more

evident at 6 dpi at MOI 1, likely indicating a reduction in the

replication activity of the infected cells, which might also explain

the differences observed between 1 and 6 dpi in terms of

treatment’s efficacy.
3.2 RVC20 and RVC58 neutralize the
extracellular virus and inhibit an early and a
late phase of the viral life cycle

We then investigated the effect of each mAb in neutralizing

extracellular virions or in reducing viral spread. When added to the

viral inoculum, both antibodies were able to significantly neutralize

RABV, although RVC58 displayed a greater neutralizing potency

compared with RVC20 (Figure 2A), in agreement with previous
Frontiers in Immunology 06
results (16). When administered post-infection, RVC20 and RVC58

were not able to significantly reduce RABV infection rate but acted

by blocking viral spread (Figure 2B). Notably, no statistically

significant differences in the RVC20 and RVC58 efficacies were

observed in the treatment experiment in the range of mAbs

concentration used. Similarly to what observed for the mAbs

cocktail, the infected and treated cells displayed viability similar

to the unifected and non-treated cells; on the contrary, the RABV-

infected and non-treated cells displayed a loss of cell viability that

became statistically significant 4 dpi (Supplementary Figure S2A).

In order to evaluate the actual uptake of the mAbs by the

RABV-infected cells, we assessed the amount of the internalized

RVC20 and RVC58 according to consolidated protocols (13, 36–

39). When incubated for 1h at 4°C, mAbs bind their specific RABV-

G epitopes on the cell surface. Treatment of these cells with a

solution of acetic acid led to an almost complete removal of the

RVC20 and RVC58, indicating that at 4°C, antibodies are not

internalized and are located at the cell surface (Figure 2C). The

same pattern was also observed when cells were shifted from 4°C to

37°C (promoting endocytosis); of note, we did not observe a

significant difference in the number of mAbs-bound RABV-

infected cells at 4°C or at 4°C + 37°C after acid treatment,

indicating no internalization of both antibodies (Figure 2C).

Consistently, we observed that RVC20 and RVC58 appeared to

be mainly located at the cell membrane of infected cells, as shown

by antibody co-localization with the cell membrane marker

fluorescent wheat germ agglutinins (WGA), (Supplementary

Figure S2B and Supplementary Videos S1–S6). In this context, it

should be noted that WGA was used prior to cell permeabilization

(Supplementary Materials and Methods), allowing the specific

staining of the external cell membranes.
3.3 Molecular modeling predicted the high
affinity binding to the RABV-G pre-fusion
conformation by RVC58

To provide a structural basis for RVC58 binding and activities,

we superimposed the crystal structure of RVC20 in complex with

domain III-fragment of the RABV-G protein (18) to that of the

docked model of RABV-G ectodomain in complex with RVC58. A

pose for RVC58 binding to RABV-G was obtained by constraining

docking search to the epitope mapping data available. Molecular

modeling revealed that RVC58 binds to pre-fusion RABV-G

defining an extended interaction surface of 1336 Å2, spanning

both the pleckstrin homology domain (PHD) and the central

domain (CD; domains (Figures 3A, D). While binding to CD

mostly involves residues included or close to antigenic site III, the

binding region in the PHD defines a second and a third epitope,

spanning between residues 210–216 (Figures 3A, D) and 29–40,

respectively. Interestingly, epitope 210–216 is part of the interaction

surface of trimeric pre-fusion RABV-G in complex with

neutralizing mAb RVA122 (PDB 7U9G, Figure 3C) (20). This

antibody contacts antigenic site III in a pose very similar to that

of RVC58 and buries RABV-G epitope 210–216 (Figure 3E).
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Modeling suggested that binding of RVC58 to antigenic site

III is driven by a salt bridge between Glu52 of RVC58 and Arg333

of RABV-G, which is further stabilized by polar bonds

throughout residues Ser331 and Asn336 of antigenic site III

(Figures 3A, D, F and Supplementary Figures S3A–C). Binding

to the PHD epitope contributes to burying a large glycoprotein

surface and favorite multiple hydrophobic interactions, mainly

defined by RABV-G Val210, Leu215, Tyr216, Val29, Val30, and

Leu38 (Figure 3G and Supplementary Figure S3A) and further

sustained by hydrogen bonds with main chain of PHD epitopes.

These results agree with previous studies indicating that RVC58
Frontiers in Immunology 07
binds to the antigenic site III region (330–338), most probably

engaging an epitope partially overlapping with the one

recognized by the well-characterized CR4098 antibody (17).

Notably, RVC58 predicted binding region also partially

overlaps with that of another previously characterized mAb

(523–11), while engaging a contact surface more similar to the

one covered by RVA122 (Figure 3D). Indeed, binding of both

RVC58 and RVA122 to PHD domain may contribute to explain

why RVC58 is able to lock RABV-G in the pre-fusion

conformation, inhibiting the conformational transition to the

post-fusion state (19, 20).
D
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FIGURE 3

Analysis of the RVC58 binding to RABV-G. Binding poses of RVC58 (magenta) to RABV-G (teal) in pre-fusion (A) and post-fusion (B) conformations.
RABV-G glycoprotein has been colored as follows, to distinguish the three domains: FD domain in light orange, PHD domain in smudge and CD
domain in light blue, respectively. (C) Superposition of RVC58 model (magenta) in complex with RABV-G (gray) and the CryoEM structure of RVA122
(sand) in complex with the pre-fusion trimer of RABV-G (palecyan surface; PDB:7U9G). Superposition of RVA122/RVC58:RABV-G complexes has
been limited to a single chain for clarity. (D, F, G) Zoomed view of the contact region of RVC58 in complex with RABV-G in the pre-fusion state. The
RABV-G epitopes directly involved in the interaction have been highlighted in yellow. (E) Superposition of RVC58 model (magenta) in complex with
RABV-G (light range, smudge, and light blue) and RVC20 structure [purple (18);]. (H) DGbind and theoretical KD of the complexes simulated in this
work compared with available data.
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Analysis of the docked pose of RVC58 to post-fusion RABV-G

displays a much smaller interaction surface (930 Å2) (Figure 3B and

Supplementary Figures 3D–F). Antigenic site III is the only region

bound in this conformation and the inter-protein contacts are

predicted to be largely different. While interactions between

CDRs and residues 334–336 are predicted to be conserved, the

Glu52–Arg333 salt bridge appears to be lost (Supplementary Figure

S3D). Overall, such pose suggests a lower affinity of RVC58 for

RABV-G in the post-fusion conformation compared with the pre-

fusion state.

To test this hypothesis, we performed umbrella sampling

simulations to infer DGbind between RVC58 and RABV-G in both

pre- and post-fusion conformations. To validate our approach and

compare predicted binding affinity (KD) values with those

determined experimentally, we also ran simulations on the

available crystal structure of the RVC20 bound to RABV-G

domain III (PDB ID 6TOU) in the pre-fusion conformation

(Figure 3E). Indeed, RVC20 sampling protocol produced KD in

the picomolar range in agreement with previously reported

experimental values (Figure 3H and Supplementary Figures 3G–

H) (18). Pulling simulations of RVC58 from RABV-G in the pre-

and post-fusion conformations resulted in similar force versus time

graphs (Supplementary Figures S3B, E). Moreover, DGbind of

RVC58 to RABV-G in the post-fusion conformation was found to

be 4.65 ± 0.60 kcal mol-1, which corresponds to a neglible binding

affinity. Conversely, we predict DGbind to be 10.14 ± 0.64 kcal mol-1

for RVC58/RABV-G pre-fusion complex, which corresponds to a

KD in the nanomolar range (Figure 3H). The extent and nature of

interactions explored by RVC58 through docked models strongly

support the calculated nanomolar affinity toward pre-fusion

RABV-G.
3.4 RVC20 and RVC58 mediate efficient
complement-dependent cytotoxicity but
RVC20 activates cell-mediated effector
functions more potently than RVC58

To assess Fc-dependent effector mechanisms, RVC20 and

RVC58, their relative Fab forms as well as the mAbs cocktail were

evaluated. In addition, we tested RVA122, a previously

characterized anti RABV-G mAb (17, 20), and 17C7-RAB1,

currently marketed as Rabishield (4, 5, 40, 41). All the antibodies

were tested for their ability to neutralize RABV, confirming that also

Fabs retained in vitro neutralizing activity, to a certain extent

(Supplementary Table S6).

Dose-dependent cytotoxicity due to the activation of the

complement cascade (CDC) was induced by all the tested

antibodies but the Fabs, indicating that complement activation

was mediated by the Fc portion of antibodies-coated RABV-

infected cells (Figure 4A). Of note, RVA122 and 17C7-RAB1

induced CDC to levels higher than those observed with RVC20,

RVC58, or their cocktail. RVC20 was the least efficient in promoting

CDC (Figures 4A, D, E, and Supplementary Tables S7, S8).

To evaluate the ability of RVC20 and RVC58 to promote ADCC

and ADCP, we performed some tests to verify whether mAbs could
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bind and activate Fcg receptors expressed at the surface of Jurkat

cells. In contrast to the observations made for CDC, RVC20

displayed a significantly higher engagement of both human

FcgRIII and FcgRIIa (mediating ADCC and ADCP, respectively)

compared with all tested antibodies. RVC58, 17C7-RAB1, and

RVA122 induced only modest or negligible ADCC/ADCP. Of

note, at a high concentration (4.44 µg/mL), RVC58 had the lower

capability to promote both ADCC and ADCP than the other tested

mAbs, although it better activated ADCC compared with RVA122

at a lower concentration (0.16 µg/mL). As expected, the Fabs were

not able to activate Fcg receptors. Moreover, the glycoprofiles of

RVC20 and RVC58 were found to exhibit a high degree of

comparability, thereby eliminating the potential for a

confounding impact on effector functions resulting from the

differential composition of Fc-bound glycans (Supplementary

Table S9).

Interestingly, the RVC20-RVC58 cocktail promoted the effector

functions in a way comparable with the one of the single RVC20 at a

half dosage (Figures 4B–E and Supplementary Tables S7, S8).
4 Discussion

It is widely recognized that antibodies can neutralize viruses

through multiple mechanisms (42). Antibodies can inhibit

infectivity by binding to viral particles and preventing them from

binding to the host target cells (pre-attachment neutralization) (43–

46). Other antibodies can interfere with the attachment of the

pathogen to its target (39, 47, 48). Post-attachment neutralization

mechanisms have also been described, including inhibition of fusion

steps required for viral replication (39, 48–52), as hypothesized for

RVC20 (18) and, more recently, for RVC58 (19), and as shown for

other viral antibodies, such as anti-HA stem mAbs (53). Inhibition

of later steps of the viral lifecycle also includes the Fc-dependent

internalization of antibody-coated virions contributing to dampen

viral replication (13, 42, 54). In addition, some antibodies can

interfere with virion assembly and budding, thus affecting virus

release from the infected cells (55–58). Finally, other antibody

functions dependent on effector cells or effector molecules, such

as the complement, have been described and can contribute to in

vivo protection (42). In this complicated scenario, the elucidation of

the mechanisms of action of mAbs requires a comprehensive

approach, incorporating both in vitro and in vivo investigations.

This study describes essential information to understand the

potential application of RVC20-RVC58 cocktail in either the

prevention (17) or, possibly, the therapy of rabies (16),

obtaining information about (i) the mAbs’ ability to neutralize

the virus before its entry into the cells (Figures 1A, 2A) and (ii)

their ability to slow down (almost block) the viral replication in

the infected cells and viral spread (Figures 1B, 2B and

Supplementary Figure S2B), as well as (iii) the activation of the

effector functions (Figure 4). In this context, as the mAbs’ cocktail

at a high dose has been previously shown to be able to cure

symptomatic rabies and to finally clear the virus from the central

nervous system of the infected animals (16), we deliberately split

the experiments in vitro in order to gain different information (i.e.,
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those related to mAb’s binding to the RABV-G or to the

interaction between Fc and Fcg receptors). Of note, RVC20 and

RVC58 were tested at their limiting activity in order to assess (i) a

possible dilution effect of the cocktail (Figure 1A) and (ii)

differences between the mAbs (Figure 2A). Noteworthy, the

experiments described in Figures 1, 2 were undertaken

independently by two research groups, making the conclusions
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more consistent. We eventually corroborated empirical data by

modeling the RVC58 binding to the G protein for the first time

ever (Figure 3). Indeed, our model on RVC58 binding is supported

by previous data, including the absence of antigen-binding

competition between RVC20 and RVC58 (17, 19), and was also

validated by superimposing the structural reconstructions of both

RVC20 (18) and RVA122 (20).
D
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FIGURE 4

RVC20 and RVC58 promote immune effector functions in RABV-infected cells. RVC20, RVC58, RVC20-RVC58 cocktail, Fab58, Fab20, Fab20-Fab58
cocktail, RVA122 and the commercially available 17C7-RAB1 were evaluated. (A) In-house assay for the induction of complement-dependent
cytotoxicity (CDC); we evaluated cell viability percentage (Alamarblue staining) after SH-SY5Y cells treatment 1 dpi with scalar doses of antibodies.
Promotion of antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) (B) and antibody-dependent cell phagocytosis (ADCP) (C) via human FcgRIII and FcgRIIa
receptors, respectively, analyzed through a commercially available (Promega) bioluminescent reporter assays, 30h and 24h post-infection,
respectively. Results are presented as Fold of Induction for every mAb dilution. Mean ± SD of every mAb concentration tested is represented (n = 2
independent experiments). Cartoon created with BioRender.com (Agreement number YI24XFS6KG). (D) Percentage of cell viability (CDC) and Fold of
Induction (ADCC and ADCP) referring to the experiments displayed in (A–C); values are expressed as mean results obtained at 4.44 µg/mL (or log10
[mAb] = 0.65) for each tested mAb or for the cocktail. See Supplementary Table S7 for statistic details. (E) Percentage of cell viability (CDC) and Fold
of Induction (ADCC and ADCP) referring to the experiments displayed in (A–C); values are expressed as mean results obtained at 0.16 µg/mL (or
log10 [mAb] = -0.78) for each tested mAb or for the cocktail. See Supplementary Table S8 for statistic details.
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Our results indicate that RVC20 and RVC58 in vitro can

efficiently reduce RABV spreading, and strongly support an early

extracellular neutralizing effect of both antibodies (Figures 1A, 2A).

In part, this can be attributed to their ability to prevent the fusion of

the viral envelope with endosomal membranes, effectively locking

RABV-G in the pre-fusion state, as previously demonstrated for

RVC20 (18), later supported for both antibodies (19) and here

further confirmed by the molecular dynamics simulations provided

in the present study. However, we cannot exclude a pre-attachment

neutralization, a mechanism that could better explain the high

neutralizing activity of RVC58 (17). A significant reduction of cell-

to-cell spread of infection was observed for both antibodies,

suggesting that they might also have an inhibitory effect on the

late phases of the viral lifecycle, such as virus assembly or budding.

Notably, the mAbs cocktail, although not completely effective,

was able to restrict the infection spread in vitro in the treatment

experiment (Figure 1B), where both antibodies performed equally

when tested separately (Figure 2B). Coupled with the data on

binding affinity determined through molecular dynamics

simulations, these results suggest that binding of RVC58 to the

RABV-G, though weaker than RVC20, might likely determine a

more efficient inhibition of viral attachment. Indeed, findings from

our simulations indicate that RVC58 binds to Arg333 of the RABV-

G through a salt bridge, similarly to what observed for 523-11 (21)

and 17C7-RAB1 antibodies (19). Notably, the residue Arg333 is

known to interact with the p75NTR receptor (59) and to play a

paramount role in RABV pathogenicity and neuroinvasiveness (60),

thus likely explaining the great efficiency in neutralizing

extracellular RABV virions observed for RVC58. In line with our

results, the RABV strains bearing Arg333 to Lys mutation, known

to maintain pathogenicity (61), would likely conserve the salt bridge

with RVC58 observed in our simulations, while other residues such

as Glu or hydrophobic and slight polar residues such as Gly, Leu,

Ile, Met, Gln, Cys, or Ser, found in avirulent and unstable RABV

strains (60, 62–65), might abolish the predicted interaction.

Conversely, a higher affinity binding of RVC20 for RABV-G in

its pre-fusion conformation may lead to an effective inhibition of

budding. This hypothesis remains to be confirmed, although it is

supported by the observation of the peculiar basket-like

conformation of the RNP complexes in RABV-infected cells

treated with RVC20, which contrasts with the “pull” function of

the RABV-G (66) (Supplementary Figure S2B). Notably and

according to the current rhabdovirus model, RABV budding is

mediated by both the viral M protein promoting evagination of the

membrane with a “push” function from the inside of the cell (67,

68) and by the viral G protein exerting a “pull” effect from the

outside of the membrane, where it accumulates in sites favorable for

budding (G microdomains) (66). Therefore, the binding of the

RVC20 antibody to RABV-G might result in the inhibition of

budding via a mechanism that is analogous to the inhibition

of membrane fusion (18). This is possibly related to the ability of

RVC20 to lock the membrane-proximal region of the G protein,

which is necessary for modifying membrane topology in

both processes.

The results of our molecular dynamics simulations are in

agreement with recently published data (19), offering the
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structural rationale for RVC58 behavior (Figure 3). Indeed, Ng

and collaborators proved that RVC58, similarly to RVC20, is

specific for the pre-fusion state and prevents from the

conformational transition to the post-fusion one, which is bound

with negligible affinity by RVC58. Failure of both mAbs in binding

the RABV-G protein in its post-fusion conformation might partly

explain the absence of full clearance activity of the mAb cocktail in

vitro observed in the present study, thus suggesting that other

mechanisms of action might be involved in the efficacy of such a

cocktail in vivo (16).

Our results on Fc-mediated effector functions indicate that

RVC20 is more effective than RVC58 at mediating ADCP and

ADCC and that these same functions appear to be mainly mediated

by RVC20 when they are in an equimolar cocktail. As both mAbs

display similar gycoprofiles and remain at the cell surface without

being uptaken by the infected cells, the differences observed in

terms of mAb-mediated effector functions may be explained by the

recognition of distinct and distal epitopes between RVC20 and

RVC58. This likely results into distinct orientations and positioning

of the mAb Fc fragment relative to the Fc receptors, as well as into

different degrees of occupancy in the context of the binding to the

trimeric RABV-G protein (i.e., whether steric clashing may prevent

multiple IgG molecules to bind to neighboring monomers on the

same trimer) (69, 70). Our results are consistent with the overall

epitope dependence of Fc mediated effector functions of several

antiviral mAbs (71, 72) (Figure 3E). Of note, RVC58 reaches a

higher activity in terms of ADCC activation at a lower

concentration compared with RVA122 and RAB1, which in turns

increase the level of ADCC activation at higher concentrations. It is

possible that this observation relies on the fact that RVC58 has a

stronger ability in binding the specific antigen (see Supplementary

Table S6 for the IC50 of the different mAbs), thus acting at a lower

concentration. Moreover, it could be that the position of the RVC58

binding to the antigenic site is not favorable for a proper and stable

engagement of the Fcg receptors and therefore for activating ADCC
effectively. Taken together, the results from this and previous

studies indicated that antibody-mediated effector functions may

contribute to the in vivo efficacy of mAbs in both prophylactic

and therapeutic settings. Indeed, the activation of the effector

functions of the RVC20-RVC58 cocktail had already been

indirectly demonstrated by comparing the therapeutic efficacy

and the inflammatory pattern determined by full antibody

cocktail with their LALA-mutated forms, engineered to abrogate

binding to Fcg receptors (16). Similarly, the efficacy of a mAb-based

immunotherapy in controlling established lyssavirus infection in

mice was reduced when using the F11-N297G mutant, displaying a

defective FcRg binding (73). The therapeutic efficacy of mAbs

may therefore rely on the activation of the effector functions

of infiltrating leucocytes and glial cells, possibly recruited by

inflammatory mediators released by RABV-infected neurons (16).

It is also worth noting that complement activation can be engaged at

an early phase of the infection, as most complement proteins are

synthesized by microglia and astrocytes even in the presence of the

intact blood-brain barrier (BBB) (74). Moreover, infected neurons

release IFN-g, ultimately enhancing the BBB permeability (22, 75)

and inducing glial differentiation toward a macrophage M1
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phenotype (76–78). The immunological mechanisms involved in

mAb-mediated clearance of RABV from the central nervous system

are yet to be fully understood. Nevertheless, the full characterization

of the effector functions mediated by mAbs included in the existing

biologicals marketed for PEP might help to elucidate their potency

in vivo. Indeed, while HRIGs are expected to activate effector

functions, others such as Fab’2 products are not and are used at a

higher dose in order to prevent rabies infection (1). The recent

licensure of monoclonal based preparations underlines the need for

a deeper characterization of their biological functions, including

their interaction with the human immune system. Of note, the use

of a single mAb might hamper the risk for a sub-optimal activation

of effector functions, as exemplified by the poor ADCP induction of

17C7-RAB1, marketed as Rabishield (4, 5, 40, 41). In addition, some

other products in the market, as the two murine mAbs M777-16-3

and 62-71-3 currently licenced as Twinrab (6), may exhibit reduced

Fc-mediated functions. This could be attributed to the heterologous

interaction between the murine Fc and human Fcg receptors.
The current study highlights the significance of neutralizing and

clearance activities, along with the Fc-mediated effector functions, in

the mechanism of action of RVC20-RVC58. This presents a complex

picture of their functions, which advocates for their combined use in

the treatment of rabies. The methodology adopted in the present study

might be potentially applied to any other mAb available to prevent the

insurgency of RABV. However, to the best of our knowledge, no anti-

rabies mAbs have shown a clearance capability in vivo comparable

with that of the RVC20-RVC58 cocktail (3) and the mechanism

behind such observation deserves further investigations.
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